CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusions
After analyzing the lexical density of the English reading texts in the
textbook for senior high school grade tenth, it can be concluded that the lexical
density of reading texts are :
1. The item categories of lexical items and grammatical items that most
commonly found from each text was noun and followed by verb and
adjective. It was lexical items. Therefore, from the nine of the texts have
been analyzed lexical items was at most than grammatical items.
2. From 9 texts have been analyzed, there was one text which has low
lexical density, seven texts have medium lexical density and one text has
one high lexical density. So it can be concluded that most of them have
medium lexical density. It means the reading texts in Advanced Learning
English 1 Textbook are not too difficult to be understood. Moreover, the
English textbook is appropriate used for tenth grade level students.
3. The highest lexical density among the nine texts that written in three
genres (recount, narrative and procedure) was found in the recount text.
The recount text entitled “Majapahit Kingdom” was reached 60, 40% of
Lexical density. And it was classified in high level in the qualification
level of Lexical density.
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B. Suggestions
Based on the conclusion to the findings pointed above, the following
suggestions are :
1. For the English teachers, they can be use the result of this study as
references on their teaching activities to decide the appropriate English
textbook in teaching the reading texts. So their students can be better in
reading skill.
2. For the authors, they can use this study to present textbook with balance
composition between lexical items or content words and grammatical
items or function words of reading texts. Because the easy text is formed
with more grammatical items while the difficult text is formed with more
lexical items. Moreover, the English textbook is appropriate used for the
tenth grade level students.
3. For the further researchers, they can be use the result of this study as a
references to conduct study on the same topic of different sources and
develop it to be better.

